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I take advantage of a sharp discontinuity in the probability of admission to an elite university 
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above the admission threshold have 52% higher yearly income with respect to just-below-
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percentile of the income distribution. The richness of the data allows me to explore the 
counterfactual college career of not admitted students and the potential mechanisms 
underlying the estimated income premium. I find that students with a just-above-threshold 
score are less likely to be college dropouts, take six fewer months to graduate, choose 
different majors and are more likely to have income in the top quartile of the distribution. 
Cumulated over fifteen years, the time span of income data for my sample, the net premium 
of attending the elite university amounts to around $120,000. 
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1 Introduction

Every year, students pay higher tuition to attend elite universities because they observe

higher returns for their graduates. But to what extent differences in earnings reflect better

students selecting into elite institutions? Estimating causal returns to education quality is

a complex endeavor because students select into better universities based on unobservable

characteristics that may also be correlated with higher potential earnings. While this se-

lection issue has been extensively analyzed by the literature on the returns to education

attainment (Angrist and Krueger 1991, Ashenfelter and Krueger 1994, Duflo 2002, Ichino

and Winter-Eber 2004), few studies have tackled it credibly in the context of returns to ed-

ucation quality. Estimates of the returns to college quality obtained without accounting for

selection tend to overestimate the returns to attendance of a highly selective college.1 In the

recent years, there has been intense debate about tuition fee hikes and excessive students’

borrowing. The Obama administration has long worked to construct a ranking (a “college

scorecard”2) aimed at helping students choose colleges that “offer good value for their tu-

ition dollars”3 and linking federal funding to it. While the scorecard provides substantial

information on the cost of attendance and median earnings of graduates for each univer-

sity separately, the government has abandoned the goal of publishing an actual ranking of

universities. Rankings based on graduates’ average or median earnings may indeed give a

misleading representation of the value added of different universities and thus cause intense

discontent among university administrators.4

To isolate the causal returns to educational quality, previous studies have used several

econometric techniques. Dale and Krueger (2002,2011) compare earnings of graduates of

selective college to those of students admitted at equally selective universities, but chose to

1As shown in Hoxby (2009), differences in terms of selectivity among U.S. universities are massive.
2The college scorecard can be found at the government website http://collegecost.ed.gov/scorecard/
3From the New York Times of August 20th2013
4Alternative rankings, not based on earnings, have been proposed by other scholars. Avery et al. (2013)

for example make use of college choices of high-achieving students to create a revealed preference ranking of
American colleges and universities).
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attend less selective institutions. They find positive returns only for low-income students.

Brewer et al. (1999) model high school students’ choice of university and estimate a 40%

earning premium for attending an elite private institution relative to attending public uni-

versities. Other studies rely on the comparison of twins: Behrman et al. (1996) focus on

female twins and find evidence of positive returns to attending private universities with well-

paid senior faculty, while Lindahl and Regner (2005) use Swedish sibling data and show that

within-family estimates of the wage premium to college quality are half of the cross-sectional

estimates. Andrews et al. (2012) focus instead on quantile treatment effects and compare

the wage distribution of graduates from a flagship state university to a counterfactual wage

distribution of students from non-selective institutions that assumes same observable char-

acteristics as for the selective university. They find an 11.5% premium for attending the

flagship state university. Several other works use a regression discontinuity approach to

deal with selection in various educational contexts (Abdulkadiroglu et al. 2014, Hastings et

al. 2013). Hoekstra (2009) exploits a discontinuity in the admission rule of a U.S. flagship

state university and estimates a 24% premium in earnings for its graduates. Saavedra (2008)

examines the extent to which college quality affects students learning, employment and earn-

ings in Colombia. More recent works use also a regression discontinuity design to estimate

returns to elite college education on the marriage market (Kaufmann et al. 2013), returns

across degree programs (Hastings et al. 2013, Kirkeboen et al. 2014) and the returns to

college admission for students that are at the margin of attending university (Zimmermann

2014).

In this paper, I expand and improve on the approach used by Hoekstra (2009). I control

for selection into elite college education by exploiting a sharp discontinuity in probability of

admission to an elite Italian university at the admission score threshold. I use self-collected

administrative data from the city of Milan that combine individual high school data, college

admission data, college performance and tax returns to estimate labor market returns to

attending the private elite college for graduates between 24 and 39 years old. I am also able
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to link family and spatial background information. My quasi-experimental approach relies on

the assumption that applicants obtaining a score close to the admission threshold are locally

randomly assigned to elite university attendance. Idiosyncratic shocks in admission test

performance and relative academic quality make admission close to the unknown threshold

as good as random. Several tests consistently validate this fact.

This paper offers several important contributions to the literature. First, I am able to

track university choices, academic performance and labor market outcomes of the coun-

terfactual college careers of individuals not admitted.5 To my knowledge, this is the first

paper to use administrative data available for both admitted and not-admitted students to

shed light on the mechanisms through which college quality affects individual labor market

outcomes. Second, the “sharp” nature of the discontinuity in the admission probability of-

fers a methodological improvement. Admissions at the elite university that I consider are

based on a uni-dimensional numerical score. No subjective evaluations such as recommen-

dation letters or essays are considered for admission. This allows me to predict perfectly

the admission outcome as a function of the admission score. Third, the nature of the higher

education market in Milan provides a common support of students attending universities

with substantially different degrees of selectivity and quality. I compare the position in the

Italian income distribution of graduates of universities in Milan vis-a-vis the position in the

US income distribution of graduates of US universities. I find that the median graduate at

the elite university in my setting earns as much as a graduate of Duke University, while the

counterfactual student graduating in other non-selective universities in Milan earns approx-

imately like a graduate of Durham Technical Community College (the local college for Duke

University). While in the U.S. students who just missed admission at Duke University are

most likely attending a similar-quality college elsewhere in the country, in my setting the

jump in university quality and selectivity for just-below-threshold students is substantial.

Fourth, the fact that I focus on a geographically delimited labor market with low mobility

5Hoekstra (2009) did not have the counterfactual college information available
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for graduates allows for a proper comparison of income across individuals.6 This allows

me to overcome concerns about regional earnings heterogeneity that affects college quality

estimates in markets with high mobility of college graduates such as the U.S. one.

My estimates show that attending the elite university yields an average 52% premium in

yearly income. In distributional terms, this premium is equivalent to a shift from the 44th

percentile of Italy’s national income distribution to the 74th percentile. The U.S.-distribution-

equivalent yearly income premium would be $19,952, which corresponds to roughly 65% of the

U.S. College/high school premium. I take into account the higher tuition fees for attending

the elite university and I estimate that the cumulative discounted net returns to enrolling at

the elite university 15 years after graduation are $120,000 (EUR 108,535). I calculate that

40% of the observed difference in average income between graduates of the elite university

and other college graduates can be attributed to selection. I also explore the heterogeneity

of the R.D. estimates along the income distribution and find that attendance at the elite

university is linked to a “lottery effect” at the threshold. Students with an admission score

just above threshold are 66% more likely to be in the top quartile of the income distribution.

The effects I find are sizeable. Thanks to the richness of my data, I can exploit counter-

factual information of students that were not admitted at the elite university and explore

the potential underlying mechanisms. I find that students that are just-above threshold

for admission to the elite university are more likely to complete a college degree, take 6

fewer months to graduate and are exposed to a far better selected set of peers. When inter-

preting the magnitude of the estimated premium it is important to take into account that

the elite university focuses on degrees in economics and business. I check for the presence

of a discontinuity in the choice of major at the admission score threshold and find that

just-above-threshold students are 30 percentage points more likely to choose economics or

business as their major. After taking into account the effect of the different major choices

on income, I find that the “net” institutional quality effect of attending the elite university

6Most of the students graduating from universities in Milan end up working in the Milan metropolitan
area, as it is one of the most thriving and productive regions of Europe
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is approximately 30%.

These results provide new evidence of the large returns to attending a top quality col-

lege compared to not-selective institutions, even after controlling for selection in a quasi-

experimental setting. The analysis of the mechanisms and the methodology used in this

paper represent important contributions for both the literature and education policy.

2 Data and setting

The master sample in the analysis consists of a group of 30,000 individuals who graduated

from college preparatory high schools (in Italian, “Licei”) between 1985 and 2005 in the city

of Milan (Italy), a large service-oriented metropolitan area in the wealthiest part of Italy.

College educated individuals from this city often become part of the Italian elite in business,

finance and academia. High school data for these individuals have been collected from 13

different high schools and contain information on high school exit test, class peers, teachers

and the location of their home. The high school master data have been linked to multiple

sources of administrative data as illustrated in Figure 1. They have been matched (using

names and date of birth) to student records at the 5 main universities in Milan. These

universities offer a broad set of majors and are considered in the country. Every year, there

are around 40,000 freshman students and a total of 160,000 students attending college in

Milan (Italian Ministry of Education, 2014). The majority of the students that graduate

from college preparatory high schools in Milan applies to one of these 5 universities. In this

specific sample, 83% of all high school graduates obtain a college degree and among all college

graduates almost 90% of them are matched to the data of at least one of the 5 universities in

Milan.7 For the matched students I am able to reconstruct their university career: whether

they graduated, in what year, in what field of study, in what university and with what final

exit score. In a further step, the initial 30,000 records of the college preparatory high school

7Of the 10% unmatched students graduating from college, 68% attended another Italian university outside
Milan, while the rest went abroad for their college studies.
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graduates have been linked to internal revenue service data on personal gross income for year

2005, the only year for which I was able to obtain individual administrative records.8 The

home addresses where students lived during high school have been geocoded and matched

to house market values.9 Moreover, for a stratified 10% random sub-sample of all high

school graduates, more detailed information has been collected from telephone interviews

conducted in June 2011.10 The additional information include many variables such as family

background, parental income, job and education, current employment and current family

situation of the individual.

Finally, I have merged these data with records from the admission office of the most

selective university among the five in Milan. The admission office performed the match

using the name, birth date, high school and year of high school graduation of each individual

and returned the matched data after full anonymization. The admission office matched

information for all high school students in the master data (both admitted and not admitted).

However, the university has kept digital databases for the admission sessions from 1995

onwards, half of the cohorts available in my data. Figure B1 graphically shows the “time-

line” of admission information availability. Every year on the time axis represents a cohort

of students graduating from Milan college-preparatory high schools and applying to college

in that year. As summarized in Figure B1, data on admission for the elite university for the

1995 to 2005 high school cohorts and not for the 1985 to 1994 ones. Background information,

high school and college performance data, income for tax year 2005 and phone survey data

obtained in 2011 are available for all cohorts.

8The administrative file of reported income includes all individuals in the country and it is mandatory to
report any income. If a person does not appear is because he/she has no income or he/she lives outside the
country. Self-employed are included in the sample.

9House value data have been provided by the governmental agency “Agenzia del Territorio” for 55 neigh-
borhoods of the city

10The survey was conducted by “Carlo Erminero & Co.”, an Italian company specialized in surveys.
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2.1 The elite university under analysis

Table 1 summarizes relevant statistics for the elite university vis-a-vis the average char-

acteristics of the other four universities of Milan under analysis. The elite university is

characterized by substantially different institutional characteristics, degrees of selectivity

and outcomes. It is smaller in size (has around 11,000 students enrolled every year with

respect to an average of 39,000 for the other universities), has 93% higher expenditures per

student, 13% higher salaries per instructor, but does not have a better student-to-instructors

ratio. Net of scholarships and tuition fee discounts, attending the elite university costs 3.7

times more on average than the other universities11.

Students attending the elite university are highly selected on their pre-college charac-

teristics. Their high school exit scores12 are substantially (44%) higher. While the average

student attending the elite university scores in the 71th percentile of the Milan high school

exit score distribution, the average student in the other 4 universities scores in the 48th per-

centile. When compared to the U.S. distribution in the SAT composite score, this difference

is equivalent to a 210 points gap (a score of 1680 vs 1470). Students at the elite university

also come from wealthier families, have more educated mothers and their fathers are 42%

more likely to work in leadership occupations.13

Average differences in students’ outcomes are also substantial. Students graduating from

the elite university have average annual income (between 1 and 15 years after graduation)

that is 87% higher than graduates of the other four universities. In distributional terms,

while the average income of an elite university graduate lies at the 85th percentile of the

2005 Italian income distribution, the one of a graduate of the other Milan universities is at

the 44th percentile. The U.S.-distribution-equivalent yearly income gap is higher than $40,000

($64,369 vs $23,886 in the 2005 U.S. income distribution). More than 60% of them (between

11Of the other four universities, one is private with nominal tuition fees that are about half those of the
elite university under analysis, while the other state universities require low token fees

12At the end of high school, all Italian students take an exit exam prepared by the Ministry of Education
and graded by external committees. Scores are thus comparable across schools.

13Defined as managers, professionals, directors or business-owners.
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25 and 45 years old) work in leadership occupations (managers, professionals, directors or

business-owners) with respect to 39% of other graduates. They are also more likely to work

abroad. However, there is no significant difference in the employment rate of the graduates

of the elite university, with very high employment rates (above 90%) of all college graduates

in Milan.

In Table 2 I compare labor market outcomes and selectivity of the universities under

analysis with the U.S. university system. I use the data provided by the U.S. Department

of Education College Scorecard14 to compare Milan college students with students of US

universities. In the top panel, I use the U.S.-income-distribution-equivalent income of Milan

college students (as calculated in Table 1) and compare it with the income of U.S. college

graduates. While the median graduate of the elite university under analysis is placed in

the income distribution similarly to graduates of Duke University and Carnagie Mellon, the

median graduate of all other Milan universities is placed much further down in the income

distribution at levels comparable to substantially lower ranked colleges in the same states of

Duke University and Carnagie Mellon (respectively, Durham Technical Community College

and the Community College of Philadelphia). In the bottom panel of Table 2, I exploit

the SAT-distribution equivalent score (as calculated in Table 1) to compare the selectivity

of the universities under analysis to the selectivity of U.S. colleges. While in terms of

graduates’ income the elite university is comparable to top-ranked U.S. universities, it is

less selective than top-ranked U.S. distribution (comparable to good state universities such

as UC-Irvine and UC-Santa Cruz). On the other end, the non-elite universities in Milan

have an extremely low level of selectivity compared to the U.S. system. Table 2 shows that

the elite vs. non-elite universities selectivity gap in my data is comparable to the difference

between UC-Santa Cruz or UC-Irvine and schools such as the California Baptist University

of Riverside or Fresno Pacific University. This gap is not surprising since, contrary to the

elite university, the other universities in Milan did not have admission tests for most of the

14https://collegescorecard.ed.gov/data/
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period under consideration.15

Two important features of Italian university education (features that are in common

with all other European countries) are relevant for this study. First, admission to Italian

universities is degree-specific: students apply for a specific field of study at one or more

universities. In order to change degree after enrollment, a student must wait for the following

round of admissions (once a year) and make a new application. Where an admission test

is required, it is administered by the single university. There is no centralized admission

system. Second, not every university offers degrees in all fields of study. In Figure B2 I show

the breakdown of enrollment at each university and in each field of study in my sample.

The elite university offers degrees in Business, Economics and Law16 with a wide range of

specializations, from public policy to “management of arts, culture and fashion”. Its mission

emphasizes the preparation of managers and leaders with a strong economic background in a

very wide range of fields. For this reason the elite university attracts a large part of students

with preferences for degrees different from Economics and Business as showed later on in

this paper.17

Overall, the descriptive statistics show that students who attend the elite university

are highly selected on pre-college characteristics and have substantially better labor market

outcomes. This suggests that selection bias might play an important role in determining

the large gap in student outcomes. The quasi-experimental analysis presented in the next

sections will shed light on the relevance of this selection bias.

15Exceptions are Engineering, Architecture and Medicine programs in the recent years.
16The faculty of Law opened during the years under analysis, but it was very small. Thus, in my analysis

I focus on individuals applying for Business and Economics only.
17Degrees in Economics and Business are also offered by the other private university in the sample and

one of the public universities (“Public university 3” in the diagram). The three public universities represent
a large share of all college students in Milan and their degree offerings respond to both specialization and
scale criteria: “Public university 1” in fig. B2) focuses on engineering, architecture and design while the
other two have a large set of fields. “Private university 2” focuses on social sciences, including Humanities,
Economics, Business and Education.
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2.2 The admission rule

The admission procedure of the elite university is based on an objective uni-dimensional

composite score that equally weights the high school exit exam score and the admission test

score.18 Applicants are ranked according to this score. Every year, the number of admitted

students is fixed at N before the admission test is taken and every year the N students

with the highest composite score are offered admission.19 It is very difficult for applicants to

predict the admission score cutoff because of idiosyncratic shocks to applicants’ performance

in the admission test, the relative difficulty of the admission test, cohort size and the quality

of students attempting the test each year. The admissions office of the elite university

provided the exact score and ranking position of each applicant.

Figure 2 shows the discontinuity in the probability of admission and enrollment at the

admission threshold for applicants. The composite admission score has been standardized

for each admission session and then re-scaled to be 0 at the admission threshold. The

standardized score can thus be interpreted as the number of standard deviations from the

admission threshold, allowing me to pool together individuals applying to different admission

sessions over the years. While until year 1999 there was a single admission threshold per year

for the entire university, starting from the year 2000 admissions were determined separately

for each specific degree (e.g. business degree, economics degree, marketing degree, etc. ) and

thus several rankings and admission thresholds were determined each year. For admissions

after 2000, I have thus re-scaled each degree-specific admission threshold to be 0. Given the

objective nature of admission scores, I am able to identify a sharp discontinuity in probability

of admission. Since not every admitted student ends up enrolling at the elite university, the

discontinuity in the probability of enrolling at the elite university is not sharp, although it

is very large. About 70% of admitted students in my sample end up enrolling in the elite

18The admission test is administered by the elite university simultaneously for all students, is multiple
choice and is identical for all students.

19In the years under analysis there were on average 3200 students attempting the test with 2200 spots
available (68% admission rate).
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university. There are two possible reasons for which students admitted to the elite university

may decide not to enroll. Either the students prefer to major in a field not offered by the

elite university (e.g. engineering) or they may be credit constrained (tuition at the elite

university is almost four times higher than tuition at the other universities).

In my analysis, I exploit the sharp discontinuity in the probability of admission to estimate

the effect of admission on income. This can be interpreted as an “intent to treat” effect, since

not all admitted students actually attend the elite university. I also use a fuzzy discontinuity

approach to estimate the effect of enrolling at the elite university on income.

3 Identification strategy

Given the sharp nature of the discontinuity in the probability of admission, I first estimate

the effect of admission on income with a parametric RD model with flexible polynomials of

different orders (Lee and Lemieux, 2010):

log(yi) = δ0 + ρ I(xi,t ≥ xt
∗) + δ1f(xi,t − xt∗) + δ2f(xi,t − xt∗) ∗ I(xi,t ≥ xt

∗) + εi (1)

where log(yi) is the natural log of the adjusted annual income20 of individuals that have 1

to 15 years of potential experience on the labor market. I(xi,t ≥ xt
∗) is a dummy equal

to one if the running variable xi,t (the composite admission score) is above the admission

threshold xt
∗ for each year of admission t, f(xi,t − xt∗) is a polynomial (linear or quadratic)

in the admission score re-scaled to be zero at the threshold and f(xi,t − xt∗) ∗ I(xi,t ≥ xt
∗)

is the interaction of the polynomial of the composite admission score with the discontinuity

dummy, included to allow the slopes of the polynomial functions to be flexible below and

above the threshold. In this sharp discontinuity context ρ̂ is the estimate of the admission

effect on income. This estimate can be seen as an “intent to treat effect” since not every

20Since income is observed for the year 2005 for cohorts of students graduating from high school between
1985 and 2005, I regress individual log income on cohort fixed effects and retrieve the residuals. This allows
me to make a more fair comparison of income across cohorts.
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admitted student actually enrolls in the elite university.

When interpreting the running variable xi,t in this setting, it is important to keep in mind

that the measurement unit of the standardized admission score (standard deviations) refer

to the admission composite score which is calculated only for the sub-sample of individuals

applying to the elite university. Figure 3 shows the distribution of high school exit scores for

students applying to the elite university and those that did not apply and do not take the

admission test. The distribution for students applying to the elite university is substantially

shifted to the right (mean is 0.4 high school exit score standard deviations higher) and has

lower variance. The sub-sample of students on which my RD analysis is run is thus already

very homogenous and positively selected with one standard deviation in the admission com-

posite score representing only a relatively small difference in the quality of the students with

respect to a standard deviation of the high school exit score.

In order to estimate the enrollment effect on income, I use a fuzzy regression discontinuity

approach: I estimate the discontinuity in the probability of enrolling at the elite university

and use it to re-scale the discontinuity in income estimated in Specification (1).21 I implement

a two-stage least square approach in which I estimate the predicted probability of enrolling

at the elite university ̂p(enrolledi = 1) with the following first stage regression:

p(Enrolledi = 1) = θ0+πI(xi,t ≥ xt
∗)+θ1f(xi,t−xt∗)+θ2f(xi,t−xt∗)∗I(xi,t ≥ xt

∗)+ηi (2)

in which p(Enrolledi = 1) is a dummy equal to 1 if the student is observed enrolling at the

elite university and π̂ is the estimate of the discontinuity in the probability of enrollment at

the threshold. All other right hand side variables are as in Specification (1).

We can think of the effect of enrolling at the elite university as the estimate τ̂ of the fol-

lowing second stage equation in which I(xi,t ≥ xt
∗) serves as an instrument for the probability

21In a Wald estimate fashion.
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p(Enrolledi = 1):

log(yi) = γ0 + τ̂ ̂p(Enri = 1) + γ1f(xi,t − xt∗) + γ2f(xi,t − xt∗) ∗ I(xi,t ≥ xt
∗) + εi (3)

One can easily show that the enrollment effect τ̂ is the result of re-scaling the discontinuity in

income ρ̂ by the discontinuity in the enrollment probability π̂: replacing (2) into (3) indeed

leads to τπ = ρ and thus τ = ρ
π
. In Section 5 I present estimates for π̂, ρ̂ and τ̂ .

Due to the absence of precise admission data for the cohorts applying to the elite univer-

sity between 1985 and 1994 and the fact that I only have tax returns data for the year 2005,

I can perform regression discontinuity estimation with complete admission information and

income for the sample of cohorts applying to the elite university between 1995 and 2001.

Figure B1 illustrates the time line of the data. The main set of results presents estimates of

the returns to admission, enrollment at the elite university using this sub-sample of younger

cohorts.

A second identification strategy allows me to exploit also the information for the full

sample. For cohorts applying to the elite university between 1985 and 1994 (as well as for

1995-2005), the high school exit score (which determines the composite admission score for

50%) is available from the high school dataset. Moreover, I have data on enrollment and

graduation at the elite university for all cohorts. I exploit a numerical simulation method

and the richness of my data to estimate the missing pieces of admission information. I

present a formal model for this numerical simulation in the Technical Appendix A, but I

summarize the intuition here. I pool all cohorts that applied to college between 1985 and

2001 together and use pre-college characteristics and the subsample of younger cohorts with

complete information to predict the missing pieces of information for the older cohorts. These

raises two issues. One derives from the fact that I observe students that applied to the elite

university only if they enrolled after being admitted. I thus need to identify the applicants in

my sample who did not enroll into the elite university (i.e. applicants who were not admitted
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and applicants who were admitted but did not enroll). To do so I run a probit model with the

probability of applying to the elite university conditional on not enrolling on the left hand

side and a wide range of pre-college high school and background variables on the right hand

side for the ten post-1994 applying cohorts for which I have complete admission information.

I then perform an out-of-sample prediction (conditional on pre-college characteristics) and

assign predicted probabilities of applying at the elite university conditional on not enrolling

to cohorts graduating from high school before 1994. I also estimate the proportion α of

students in my post-1994 sample who apply to the elite university and do not enroll in each

year. The second issue is the absence of the exact admission composite score for the elder

cohorts. As mentioned earlier, the missing admission composite score is determined by an

equally weighted average of the university-specific admission test and the high school exit

score, which is available for all cohorts. I thus use only the high school exit score as a running

variable for the elder cohorts.22 Moreover, I do not know the minimum admission score for

these cohorts. For each admission session for which I do not observe the admission outcome,

I run the following OLS regression for each of k possible thresholds xt,k
∗ in the high school

exit score and choose the threshold for which I obtain the highest R2:23

P (Enrolledi) = β0 + β1I(xi,t ≥ xt,k
∗) + εi (4)

with P (Enrolledi) being a dummy equal to one if student i enrolled at the elite university

and I(xi,t ≥ xt,k
∗) being a dummy equal to one if the high school exit score is higher than the

threshold xt,k
∗. All these estimation steps are then repeated a hundred times in a numerical

bootstrapping simulation to retrieve estimates for the return to elite education using all

22I have run also a more complex simulation in which I predict the score for the university-specific admission
test that is missing for elder cohorts using the estimates of the predicted score for younger cohorts for which
I have complete admission information. I then estimate the predicted admission test score out of sample
for elder cohorts based on a large set of background characteristics. Finally, I use the imputed admission
test together with the observed high school exit score to recreate the missing composite score for admission.
Results obtained with this second simulation are available upon request.

23Hoekstra (2009) uses the same method to estimate the threshold in SAT score that maximizes the
discontinuity in probability of admission at a state flagship university.
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cohorts in my sample. In this numerical simulation, I first sample α̂ ∗ Cohort size students

using the out of sample predicted probabilities of applying to the elite university (conditional

on not enrolling) as weights. This forms my control group. Next, I combine the predicted

control group with the observed treatment group (students observed enrolling at the elite

university) and estimate the threshold using equation (4) separately for each admission

session before 1995. Finally, I pool the cohorts together and run the regression discontinuity

estimation of equation (3) for the probability of enrollment. I repeat this procedure 100

times and for each repetition b I retrieve the parameter of interest τ̂b. I take the average

simulated coefficient ˆτsim =
∑100

b=1 τ̂b
100

as my estimated effect of enrolling at the elite university

and I use the simulated standard deviation of τ̂b to perform inference on the estimate of

interest ˆτsim.

4 Validity of the design

The main identification assumption for my empirical strategy is that assignment around the

threshold that determines treatment is locally random (Lee and Lemieux, 2010). Before

presenting my results, I test the validity of this assumption in several ways. The local

randomness condition may be violated if the probability of treatment (i.e. the probability of

admission at the elite university) around the threshold depends on observable or unobservable

characteristics that are correlated with the outcomes under study. In this context, this would

manifest in the manipulation of admission outcomes around the threshold by individuals with

specific characteristics (e.g. if students with better potential outcomes can actively target a

score right above the admission threshold). In the institutional setting under analysis, given

the fixed number of admitted students, the purely objective admission procedure (i.e. no

recommendation letters and no soft skill evaluations) and the idiosyncratic variation in ability

of each year’s applying cohort, it is extremely hard for students as well as for the admission

office to predict the cutoff score for admission. However, if there were any manipulation,
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we would observe a discontinuity in the density of applicants at the admission threshold

(McCrary, 2008). Figure 4 shows that the density of applicants is continuous through the

threshold. This is reassuring evidence that scores were not manipulated. Panel A includes

data for all years of admission in the data, including the post-year-1999 admissions that

were determined at a degree-specific level. As explained in section 2.2, I have re-scaled each

degree-specific threshold to be 0, so that for admission years after 1999 there are several

cutoff scores per year and the running variable as to be interpreted as standard deviations

from each degree-specific threshold. As a result of this, for years 2000 and over the number

of individuals in Panel A the density appears a little higher around the cutoffs (on both

sides) then away from it. However, the smoothness of the density across the threshold (what

matters for the test) is preserved. In panel B of Figure 4, I restrict the density test to

admission years before 2000 for which there was a single admission cutoff score for the entire

university and show that the density behaves regularly also away from the threshold.

A second test of local random assignment to the treatment verifies that pre-treatment

characteristics are smooth across the threshold. This is analogous to a test for balance

of background characteristics in an experimental study. Table 3 and the corresponding

Figure 5 show that this “smoothness” condition is verified for several relevant background

characteristics. Estimates are obtained with a parametric sharp discontinuity specification

with flexible linear polynomial as presented in Section 3, Specification (1). Standard errors

are clustered at cohort-high school level.24 The first outcome is a pre-college proxy for

family wealth, average house value in the city block where students lived at time of high

school attendance. The estimate of the discontinuity coefficient is not significant and small

in magnitude (0.045 with respect to an average logarithmic house value of 8 and a standard

deviation of 0.33). In Column 2, I focus on high school background characteristics. I ranked

the high school institutions present in my sample according to an index of the average

performance of students on the high school exit exam. The index varies between zero and

24A cluster corresponds to a group of same-cohort students graduating in a given year from one of the
high schools in the sample.
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one. The results show that the quality of the high school attended by the students applying

to the elite university is smooth across the admission threshold. In Column 3, I repeat the

same exercise using a proxy for the average wealth of parents by school (i.e. the average

house value of students at the school). This is an important check for my design, because

it shows that students coming from the most selective high schools in Milan have the same

probability of being admitted close to the threshold as other students. It also indicates that

the admission procedure is based on objective scores and that there is no informal admission

channel, nor extra weight given to students coming from elite high schools. In Column 4, I

use a different background measure that takes into account high school peers’ characteristics

and social economic status, the geographical concentration of high school classmates based

on an Herfindhal Index. This index is calculated on the neighborhood where the high school

students used to live at the time of high school attendance. The more students in the high

school class live in same neighborhoods, the higher the class geographical concentration

index. Data show that geographically concentrated high school classes are substantially

more common in high schools situated in less affluent neighborhoods of the city. While the

best high schools attract the highest performing kids from all neighborhoods in the city,

periphery schools only attract a local pool of students.25 This type of geographical selection

into high schools is the reason why students in these geographically concentrated classes also

have substantially lower scores on the high school exit exam relative to students of other

schools. On the one hand, this index can be seen as a proxy for low socio-economic status and

academic performance. On the other hand, students in classes that are more geographically

concentrated are more likely to interact also after school (since all students live in the same

neighborhood) and to have tighter network. If we are concerned that some students have

information that allows them to target the admission threshold, it is more likely that this

information is shared in these geographically concentrated classes. If this hypothesis were

true, we should observe a larger mass of students with a higher Herfindhal Index just right

25There is no geographical restriction to high school attendance in Italy.
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of the admission threshold. However, also this background characteristic is continuous at

the admission threshold.

In Appendix Table B1, I show that results of Table 3 are robust to smaller bandwidths and

hold for other background characteristics. In Table B2, I repeat the same test of smoothness

using the high school curriculum26 of the students and their gender. The coefficient of interest

remains insignificant. A remaining threat to my regression discontinuity is selection of the

tax records. If students right below admission threshold are less likely to be matched to tax

returns records, my estimates may be biased. As Column 3 of Table B2 shows, this is not

the case. I also show that the probability of observing income exactly equal to zero in the

tax returns is continuous across the threshold.

5 Results

Table 4 and Figure 6 present my main estimates for the returns to elite college attendance for

the sample of cohorts applying to the elite university between 1995 and 2001 (the cohorts for

which I have complete admission data). Standard errors are clustered at cohort/high-school

level. Columns 1 and 2 present estimates of the parameters as described in Section 3 with a

linear and a quadratic polynomial respectively, restricting estimation to a bandwidth of ±3

standard deviations of the composite admission score around the threshold.27 The sample of

students on which my RD analysis is run, the sub-sample who take the test for admission at

the elite university, is very homogenous and positively selected (as shown in Figure 3) with

one standard deviation in the admission composite score representing only a relatively small

difference in the ability of the students with respect to a standard deviation of the high school

exit score. The first row of the table shows the sharp discontinuity estimate in income at

26College preparatory high schools in my sample offer either a curriculum in classical studies or one in
scientific studies.

27All specifications in Table 4 include gender and the family wealth proxy (parents’ house value) as controls.
As standard robustness check for regression discontinuity estimates I replicate results of Table 4 excluding
control variables in Appendix Table B3. Results remain unchanged. As in a fully experimental estimations
including background controls should increase the total variance explained by the model, but should not
change the estimates of the treatment.
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the admission threshold, which represents the admission effect. Given that not all admitted

students decide to enroll in the elite university, we can consider this estimate as an “intent to

treat” effect. The effect is sizeable, around 41 logarithmic points.28 The second and the third

row present the fuzzy discontinuity estimates for the effect of enrolling at the elite university.

Enrollment effects (second row of Table 4) are larger then the admission effect, around 52

logarithmic points. The bottom panel of Table 4 shows the estimated discontinuities in the

probability of enrolling. These are the first stage estimates used to re-scale the admission

effect to obtain enrollment effect in the “Wald-estimate” setting described in Section 3.

Figure 6A shows graphical representation of the estimated discontinuity in income of Table

4, Column 1. While the downward sloping linear fit to the left of the threshold might seem

counter-intuitive, a deeper look at the data clarifies why this happens. Although the share

of “high-S.E.S.” students is quite flat along the distribution of the admission score to the

right of the threshold, it is increasing to the left of the threshold and spikes up on the left

tail of the distribution. Among the lowest performing students, there is a wide majority of

students from very wealthy families. The income for these students might thus be correlated

with their social background relatively more than to school performance.29 Moreover, the

negative slope coefficient left of the threshold is not statistically significant.

When estimating the discontinuity using the quadratic polynomial specification in Col-

umn 2 of Table 4, the magnitude of the coefficients tend to increase. Although the estimates

are not statistically different across the two specifications, Figure 6B gives some guidance

on why the estimates for the quadratic polynomial tend to be larger. By examining the

figure it appears that the quadratic parametric interpolation for the control group (i.e. the

non-admitted student) is driven by the outliers at the very bottom of the admission score

28Under the semi-logarithmic specification the effects measured are a good approximation of the effect in
percentage change as long as the effects are close to 0. To be more precise, the estimate τ̂ in percentage
change must be transformed as follow: eτ̂ − 1. In this case the percentage change correspondent to the 41
logarithm point change is 50%

29In other words, while low S.E.S. students do not apply and do not even take the elite university admission
test unless they know they have a substantial chance to be admitted, high S.E.S. students apply and take
the test even if they have very small chances of admission.
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distribution furthest from the threshold.30 In Columns 3 and 4, I test the robustness of my

results by restricting the estimation to smaller bandwidths (±2 and ±1 standard deviations

around the admission threshold). In Column 3, the results are similar in magnitude to those

of Column 1, while for an even smaller bandwidth the estimates tend to be larger. Although

I am careful in interpreting the coefficients of estimates obtained with smaller bandwidths

given the relatively small sample size (especially the specification with the ±1 bandwidth

is very demanding), it is clear that estimates for returns to elite college attendance remain

sizeable even in the most demanding specifications.

As a robustness check, I have replicated the estimation using data-driven bandwidth

selection methods and non-parametric, bias-corrected RD estimators as proposed by Calonico

et al. (2014a, 2014b). All estimates are consistent in sign and significance with the ones

found in Table 4 using parametric estimation, but are in all specification slightly larger in

magnitude. This suggests that the enrollment effect (around 52 logarithmic points as in

second row of Table 4) might represent a lower bound for the income premium generated

by attending the elite university. Results for the estimates based on Calonico et al. (2014a,

2014b) are available upon request.

In Figure 7 I test whether my results are truly capturing a causal discontinuity in income

at the admission threshold or they are instead result of an idiosyncratic jump in income that

happens close to the admission cutoff score. I plot the estimated discontinuity ρ̂ at the true

cutoff score and at other placebo cutoff scores 0.1 or more standard deviations away from

the true cutoff. Whiskers represent precision of each estimate. Panels A-D reflect the same

4 specifications as in Table 4 and Figure 6. These figures confirm that the only significant

income discontinuity present in the data is at the true threshold reassuring on the causal

interpretation of the estimated returns to admission at the elite university.

30These outliers are the consequence of the “thin” left tail in the admission score distribution.
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6 Discussion

In this section, I discuss my results in the context of the literature, present a robustness

check, study whether the effects are heterogenous across the income distribution and explore

potential mechanisms. I also use a simple cost-benefit analysis to provide an estimate for

the cumulative discounted net returns to elite college education.

As shown in Table 4, I estimate sizeable returns to admission and enrollment at the elite

university (respectively 40 and 52%). These returns are marginally smaller in magnitude

than the average returns to college graduation with respect to high school, which are between

45% and 75% according to different causal estimates from the literature (see Oreopoulos and

Petronijevic, 2013 for a review of these estimates). In distributional terms the estimated

52% premium is equivalent to a jump from the 44th percentile of Italy’s national income

distribution to the 74th percentile. The U.S.-distribution-equivalent yearly income premium

is $19,952 ($43,838 for graduates of the elite university vs. $23,886 for the other graduates).

For comparison, the estimated $19,952 premium to attending elite education amounts to

roughly 65% of the U.S. College/high school premium ($29,125), as calculated by Autor

(2014).

When compared to other studies that estimate returns to college education quality, my

estimates are among the largest. Hoekstra (2009) finds that U.S. students attending a

flagship state university earn 24% more than those who attend non-flagship state universities,

while Brewer et al. (1999) estimate a 40% earning premium to attending an elite private

institution relative to attending a low quality public college. When interpreting my results,

it is important to take into account the institutional context. In terms of selectiveness and

outcomes, the difference between the elite university and the other universities under analysis

is comparable to the case of U.S. private elite college versus public or community colleges (see

Section 2.1). In addition, the education “quality treatment” is more intense in my setting

than in the context of a flagship institution in a homogenous college public system.31 The

31While the median graduate of the elite university under analysis is placed in the income distribution
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other institutional feature that may influence the size of the estimated returns is the choice

of major. As I will discuss in Section 6.3 students’ preferences for institutions and majors32

are not lexicographic and just-below-threshold students are substantially less likely to major

in Economics and Business with respect to just-above-threshold ones.

From a policy perspective, it is interesting to compare my quasi-experimental estimates

of the returns to elite college education with the unconditional difference in mean income

across universities. The average income of students attending the elite university are 87%

higher than those of students attending less selective universities in Milan. Comparing this

to the 52% income premium estimated with the regression discontinuity implies that about

40% of the unconditional mean premium is due to selection. This suggests that producing

rankings based on graduates’ average income would substantially overestimate the value

added of attending elite universities.

6.1 Extending estimation to older cohorts

Results are significant and robust to different specifications. However, the small sample size

may raise some concerns about the credibility of my estimates. I thus extend my analysis

to those cohorts applying to the elite university between 1985 and 1994 for which I observe

only a partial component of the admission score, by exploiting an alternative identification

strategy as presented in Section 3 and described more in detail in the Technical Appendix

A. Including older cohorts in the analysis has two main advantages. First, it substantially

increases the number of observations. Second, it allows me to extend estimation of returns

to individuals who are 6 to 15 years passed graduation instead of focusing on the first 5

years on the labor market only.33 In Table 5 I report the estimate obtained by extending the

similarly to graduates of Duke University and Carnagie Mellon, the median graduate of all other Milan
universities is placed much further down in the income distribution at levels comparable to lower-ranked col-
leges in the same states of Duke University and Carnagie Mellon (respectively, Durham Technical Community
College and the Community College of Philadelphia)

32In the European context students apply for specific majors in specific universities and each university
offers a limited bundle of majors.

33When exploring returns over the experience profile, it is important to keep in mind that I am not able
to properly disentangle the effect of labor market experience from cohort effects since I observe income for
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estimation to the older cohorts. Column 1 of Table 5 include the preferred estimate obtained

with the sample of younger cohorts for which I have complete admission information (as from

Table 4). Column 2 estimates the effect of enrolling in the elite university using all cohorts

available and the numerical bootstrapping procedure explained in the Technical Appendix

A. The estimates are extremely similar in magnitude, while the standard errors drop by

50%.34 This exercise reassures me on the validity of the estimates obtained with the smaller

sample and provides an estimate of the returns to enrollment in the elite university also for

the elder cohorts.

6.2 “Lottery-ticket Effect”

In this section, I explore the possibility that elite college attendance affects income heteroge-

neously over the income distribution. In particular, I investigate whether attending the elite

university increases the probability of reaching the top of the income distribution.35 Figure

8 sheds light on this question. I estimate the effects of enrolling at the elite university on the

probability of being in the qth quantile of the income distribution. Each dot in the graph rep-

resents a different specification in which the left-hand-side is a dummy variable that takes on

value one if the income observed from tax returns is above or equal to the qth quantile of the

income distribution. Whiskers represent precision of estimates. The figure shows that the

discontinuity is stronger (around 11 percentage points) for the probability of having income

between the 70th and the 80th quantile of the income distribution. We can interpret this as

evidence of a lottery-ticket effect that allows students right above the admission threshold

to reach the top quartile of the income distribution. On the other hand, this exercise shows

that no “insurance effect” is present (there is no discontinuity in the probability of being in

year 2005 only. Therefore, I can analyze returns by years since graduation only under the assumption that
returns to experience are constant across cohorts

34By increasing the sample size three times, precision doubles. This is the result of a trade-off for which
I improve precision by increasing the sample size, while reducing it because of measurement error while
estimating the unknown threshold for elder cohorts as described in Section 3.

35A recent working paper by Zimmermann (2015) explores a similar channel, estimating the effect of elite
college admission on students chances of reaching top management positions
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the bottom quartile of the income distribution at the admission threshold)

6.3 Mechanisms

The estimates in Table 4 are large and represent the reduced form estimates of the labor

markets returns to attendance at the elite university under study. However, what are the po-

tential mechanisms through which admission to the elite university yields such large returns?

In this section, I take advantage of the richness of my dataset to explore how admission to

the elite university affects academic decisions and performance. As summarized by Figure 9,

the mechanisms I explore in my analysis are college completion, time to graduation, choice

of major and peer composition. However, other relevant mechanisms such as signaling and

human capital are not easy to analyze empirically with my data and are thus not discussed

in this work.

In Table 6 and the relative Figure 10, I explore the presence of discontinuities at the

admission threshold for four academic outcomes of interest.36 I show estimates for the

baseline parametric specification with linear flexible polynomials and with a bandwidth of

±3 standard deviations around the admission threshold (as for the main results Table 4

Column 1). In Column 1 I focus on the probability of graduating from college. Students that

were just above the admission threshold were 13.6 percentage points more likely to graduate

than just-below threshold ones, with respect to a 73% baseline probability of graduation.

Admission to the elite university may have an impact also on the time students take to

complete a degree. Tuition fees at the elite university are three times higher than for the

other universities. This might constitute a strong incentive to avoid delaying graduation or

an incentive to perform better and obtain higher returns.37 In Table 6, Column 2, I thus

check the presence of a discontinuity in “time to graduation”.38 The estimate shows that

36In Appendix Table B4, I show that results of Table 6 are robust to smaller bandwidths.
37Garibaldi, Giavazzi, Ichino, Rettore (2012), using a Regression Discontinuity Design, find that an increase

of 1,000 euro in tuition fees reduces the probability of late graduation by at least 6.1 percentage points with
respect to a benchmark average probability of 80%

38Since I cannot observe time to graduation for college dropout students, I have imputed as time to
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just-above threshold students take 6 fewer months to graduate than just-below threshold

ones. College completion and time to graduation appear to be an important channel in

explaining the returns to attending the elite university. Although I cannot make causal

statements on why the elite university substantially increases probability of graduation and

reduce time to degree, there must be some characteristics of the elite university educational

environment that determine these outcomes. The elite university may have better incentives

in place to encourage students to complete their college education and to complete it earlier.

A more intense instructor-student interaction or a more rewarding learning experience might

play a role. Looking back at Table 1 might shed some light on the institutional features that

might affect these academic outcomes. The level of expenditures per student are clearly

higher (93% higher) in the elite university, however only a small fraction of these higher

expenditures appear to be invested in better-paid and thus better-quality faculty (the elite

university pays only 13% more per faculty member than other universities). The other

dimensions on which the elite university invests substantially more than the other universities

in Milan are infrastructures (e.g. buildings, computers, labs, student spaces, etc.), services

to students (e.g. career service, international exchange programs, etc.) and services to

faculty (e.g. administration, teaching and research assistants, etc.). These dimensions might

all contribute to increase the probability of completing college and reducing time to degree.

Another important factor that goes beyond teaching quality and infrastructures is the quality

of peers. In Column 3 I estimate a discontinuity in the average quality of peers (defined as

students in one’s cohort who enroll in same university and program). Estimates show that

just-above threshold students are exposed to peers that had substantially higher (more than

a standard deviation higher) score in the high school exit exam. Exposure to higher-skilled,

more motivated student peers might thus play a crucial role in explaining the improved

academic performance for just-above-threshold students at the elite university.

Although it remains challenging to identify the specific institutional features that posi-

graduation the maximum time to graduation in my data after excluding outliers (more than three standard
deviations away from the mean).
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tively affect these academic outcomes, higher and faster college graduation, and exposure to

higher skilled peers are clearly relevant features to factor in the bundled “value added” of

attending this elite university.

In Column 4 of Table 6, I test weather the choice of major is one of the relevant mech-

anisms in explaining the estimated returns to elite college attendance. More specifically,

I focus on the probability of choosing an Economics or Business major as outcome in my

specification. The elite university offers a broad range of courses, but all formally listed

under the faculty of Business and Economics, which may lead admitted students to major

in this field more than others. Column 4 of Table 6 shows that students with a score just

below the admission threshold are 33 percentage points less likely to major in Business or

Economics. Figure 10 shows this graphically. In Figure B3 I show which majors students not

admitted at the elite university chose. Only 58% of them major Business and Economics,

while the remaining 42% majored in Law (16%), Humanities (5%), Engineering (4%), Social

Sciences (4%) or other majors. This reveals the interesting fact that preferences of students

for university and majors are not lexicographic: students do not rank institutions by specific

chosen major or choose major conditional on university as it naturally happens in the U.S.

context. On the contrary, they rank a bundle of institution and major choices.

Baseline differences in income by major are large and the discontinuity in Column 4 of

Table 6 shows that admission to the elite university substantially increases the probability

to choose a degree in economics and business. The choice of major is clearly an important

mechanism in determining the returns to attending the elite university under study. One

might be tempted to run the baseline regression discontinuity specification on income by

restricting the analysis to students (both admitted and not admitted) who major in eco-

nomics and business to get an estimate of the returns to elite college attendance for students

graduating in the same major. However, in this context the choice of major is an outcome

of the admission process (as shown clearly by the discontinuity in the choice of major at

the cutoff) and the very heterogenous selection into different majors shown in Figure B3 for
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students that were just below the admission threshold is clearly endogenous. Restricting the

analysis to students who choose Economics and Business or including fixed effects for major

choice in this context would lead to the same selection issues arising when controlling for an

outcome in a standard regression setting.39 Therefore, I follow an alternative “back of the

envelope” method to disentangle the effect of attending the elite university from the effect of

choice of major. I exploit the sample of younger cohorts not included in the main regression

discontinuity analysis (and thus “exogenous” to the estimated quasi-experimental estimates

of returns to elite college attendance) to estimate returns to major choice, net of the effect of

university. I do so by using a mincerian specification in which I include dummies for choice

of major (omitting Economics and Business) and university dummies. Column 1 of Table 7

shows returns to choice of majors relative to returns to choosing Economics and Business.

In column 2 I instead report the share of students in the regression discontinuity sample (i.e.

later cohorts for which I have estimated the quasi-experimental estimates of returns to elite

college education) that I observe choosing each major (other than Economics and Business)

after missing admission to the elite university. In column 3 I calculate the average expected

returns to choosing majors other than Economics and Business (weighted for the observe

shares of students choosing each alternative major) for the sample of students that were just

below threshold for admission to the elite university. This exercise relies on two important

caveats: average returns to major are the same for earlier and older cohorts and baseline

returns to choosing Economics and Business (net of the university specific effect) are the

same for students admitted to the elite university and those that were not admitted.40 I

estimate an average weighted return to choosing majors other than Business and Economics

of -0.19% for my specific sample of not-admitted students. Keeping in mind the important

caveats mentioned above, we can disentangle the 52% estimated effect for enrolling in the

elite university, by attributing a 19% effect to the different choices of major made by not-

39See “bad controls”, Angrist and Pischke 2009
40This latter caveat conceptually reflects the baseline regression discontinuity assumption for students who

are in a close interval around the admission threshold.
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admitted students and by interpreting the remaining 33% as the residual institutional effect

of enrolling at the elite university, net of the major choice. Such an estimate is close to (still

slightly larger) those estimated by previous literature in similar contexts (i.e. Hoekstra,

2009).

Besides the more academic mechanisms analysed in this section, an array of other quality

components affecting income remain unexplored in this work. Institutional reputation and

signaling may influence individual income, especially in the first years on the labor market.

Peer effects may also be relevant for the labor market outcomes. As shown in the descriptive

statistics, just-above-threshold students are exposed to peers that have substantially higher

academic performance and come from relatively wealthier and more educated families. This

may affect the type of networks available to the just-above-threshold students before and

after graduation.

6.4 Net discounted returns

While the annual income premium of attending the elite university is large and significant,

it is interesting to evaluate the net returns after taking into account the substantially higher

tuition fees. In Table 8 I present a “cost-benefit” calculation that takes into account expected

net yearly tuition, expected time to graduation and a baseline 3% discount rate to translate

the estimated annual income premium to the net returns to investment. The calculation is

based on the income premium estimated on all cohorts available for the first 15 years after

graduation (Table 5) and on the discontinuity in time to graduation as estimated in Table 6.

Table 8 shows that the cumulative discounted net returns to enrolling at the elite university

measured 15 years after graduation are equal to $119,389 (EUR 108,535). Alternatively,

this means that the net returns to enrolling in the elite university are positive already in

the 3rd year after graduation. By repeating the same exercise using the “pure” institutional

estimate (after taking into account the effect of the choice of major) presented in Section

6.3, the net returns to attending the elite university 15 years after graduation are $71,729
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and turn positive in the 4th year after graduation.

7 Conclusions

I exploit a newly collected administrative Italian dataset following students from high school

through college and into labor market, to estimate returns to enrolling at an elite uni-

versity in the city of Milan. The administrative dataset has been matched to individual

records from the admission office of the elite university under analysis. I take advantage

of a sharp discontinuity in the probability of admission at the admission score threshold to

obtain quasi-experimental estimates of returns to enrollment. This regression discontinuity

approach allows me to overcome concerns of selection bias due to students selecting into elite

universities based on unobservable characteristics correlated with potential income.

I estimate a 52% annual income premium for students enrolling at the elite university

under analysis. In distributional terms, this premium is equivalent to a shift from the

44th percentile of Italy’s national income distribution to the 74th percentile. The U.S.-

distribution-equivalent yearly income premium would be $19,952 ($43,838 for graduates of

the elite university vs. $23,886 for the other graduates). This premium amounts to roughly

65% of the $29,125 U.S. College/high school premium, as estimated by Autor (2014).

I explore the mechanisms underlying such a large effect. I find that students obtaining

an admission score just above the admission threshold are more likely to complete a college

degree and take six fewer months to graduate. I also estimate a large discontinuity in the

choice of major. Just-above threshold students are 30 percentage points more likely to

choose economics or business as their major. This suggests that preferences of students

for institutions and majors are not lexicographic. Students do not rank institutions after

choosing a specific major, but make bundled “institution/major” enrollment decisions. I

show that, net of the major choice, the residual institutional quality effect of attending the

elite university is 33%. This estimate is in line with those previously estimated by other
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papers in similar contexts.

I explore how attending the elite university affects income across the income distribution

and find evidence of a significant “lottery-ticket effect”. Just-above threshold students have

higher probability to have income in the top quartile of the national income distribution.

On the other hand, they are not significantly less likely to end up in the bottom quartile of

the income distribution.

Breaking down the effect of college quality on income into single quality components is a

complex task. The estimates I obtain must be interpreted as the effect of the “bundled” qual-

ity of the elite university. This includes multiple educational inputs such as faculty, research

and organization, and also the effect of signaling, reputation and peer effects. Interestingly,

the discontinuity in enrollment determines a radical change in the average characteristics of

college peers. The evidence I find of a discontinuous increase in the probability of completing

college for just-above-threshold students suggests that the educational environment of the

elite university may motivate students more, ceteris paribus. Competitive and motivated

peers or more effective teachers might play a role in this.

I also present a cost-benefit analysis that takes into account yearly tuition, average time

to graduation and a discount rate to translate the estimated annual income premium to

discounted net returns to investment. The estimate shows that cumulative net returns to

attending the elite university measured 15 years after graduation (the span of income data

for my sample) are equal to $120,000 (EUR 108,535).

Finally, approximately 40% of the observed unconditional difference in mean income

across universities is due to selection. In a policy perspective, this suggests that ranking

institutions according to graduates’ average income would substantially overestimate the

value added of attending elite universities.
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Figures

Figure 1: Dataset structure

High School 
Records

30,000
students  

graduating 
from 13 

College-Prep 
Schools (Licei) 

in Milan 
between   

1985-2005

University records
from the 5 universities in Milan

Admission records for elite university 
from year 1995 forward

(1465 observations)

Tax returns - annual income
Available for year 2005

Geocoded address - market value of parents’ house
Source: Agenzia del territorio

Phone survey 
for stratified 10% random sample in year 2011

Background characteristics, outcomes

Regression discontinuity sample

Note: This diagram presents the different sources of administrative data I have assembled. High school
administrative records represent the master dataset to I which I have linked the other datasets. The dash-
line box highlights the sub-sample of individuals (those who applied to the elite university) on which the
regression discontinuity analysis is run.
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Figure 2: Discontinuity in the probability of admission and of enrollment at the elite uni-
versity

Note: The discontinuity in the probability of being admitted at the elite university is sharp at the ad-
mission threshold given the objective and one-dimensional nature of the admission score. However, not
every admitted student chooses to enroll. The discontinuity in the probability of enrolling is around 70%.
Running variable: Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission test) for the
elite university in standard deviations from admission threshold. The composite admission score has been
standardized by year of admission and re-scaled to be zero at each year’s admission threshold
Sample: Students graduating from college-preparatory high schools in Milan applying to elite university
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Figure 3: The regression discontinuity sample
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Note: This figure shows the distribution of high school exit scores for students who applied to the elite
university (the sub-sample of individuals on which the regression discontinuity analysis is run) and those
that did not apply. The dotted line distribution represents students who applied to the elite university, while
the solid line represents those who did not apply. Since there are multiple cohorts of students attending
different high schools in the data, the high school exit score was standardized by year of high school graduation
and school. The distribution for students applying to the elite university is substantially shifted to the right
(mean is 0.4 high school exit score standard deviations higher) and has lower variance.
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Figure 4: Density test around the admission threshold

Note: Test for the presence of manipulation of admission score close to the threshold. Density of observations
is continuous through the admission threshold. No bunching above the cutoff score.
Sample: In Panel A Students graduating from college-preparatory high schools in Milan applying to elite
university between 1995 and 2001. This sample includes all years of admission available, including 2000 and
2001. In these two years, admissions were determined at a degree-specific level. As explained in section
2.2, I have re-scaled each degree-specific threshold to be 0, so that for admission years after 1999 there are
several cutoff scores per year and the running variable as to be interpreted as standard deviations from each
degree-specific threshold. In Panel B Students graduating from college-preparatory high schools in Milan
applying to elite university between 1995 and 1999 when there was a single admission cutoff score for the
entire university
Running variable: Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission test) for the
elite university in standard deviations from admission threshold. The composite admission score has been
standardized by year of admission and re-scaled to be zero at each year’s admission threshold
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Figure 5: Validity test - smoothness of background characteristics at discontinuity

Note: Figures refer to baseline parametric regression discontinuity specification with flexible linear polyno-
mials and bandwidth ±3 standard deviations from admission threshold. Standard errors clustered at high
school/cohort level.
Dependent Variables: in Fig. A market value of average house in the neighborhood where the student
used to live at time of high school, in Fig. B high school quality index based on average academic perfor-
mance of students in the standardized national exit score, in Fig. C high school social economic status index
based on average family wealth of students attending each school and in Fig. 4 an herfindhal index based
on the neighborhoods where classmates used to live by high school class.
Running variable: Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission test) for the
elite university in standard deviations from admission threshold. The composite admission score has been
standardized by year of admission and re-scaled to be zero at each year’s admission threshold
Sample: Students graduating from college-preparatory high schools in Milan applying to elite university
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Figure 6: Returns to elite college education

Note: baseline parametric sharp regression discontinuity estimation.
Specifications: linear flexible polynomial with a bandwidth of ±3 standard deviations from threshold for
Fig. A, quadratic flexible polynomial with a bandwidth of ±3 for Fig. B, linear flexible polynomial with a
bandwidth of ±2 for Fig. C, linear flexible polynomial with a bandwidth of ±1 for Fig. D
Sample: Students graduating from college-preparatory high schools in Milan applying to elite university
Dependent variable: logarithm of personal income (residuals after regression on cohort fixed effects), as
revealed to the internal revenue service in year 2006 for year 2005
Running variable: Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission test) for the
elite university in standard deviations from admission threshold. The composite admission score has been
standardized by year of admission and re-scaled to be zero at each year’s admission threshold
Controls: dummy female, a dummy equal to 1 if parents’ house value is in the top decile of the house value
distribution and another dummy equal to 1 when it is in the bottom decile. A dummy equal to 1 if students
used to commute from outside the city of Milan
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Figure 7: Estimation with placebo cutoff scores

Note: dots represent the estimated discontinuity ρ̂ at the true cutoff score and at other placebo cutoff scores
0.1 or more standard deviations away from the true cutoff. Whiskers represent 90% confidence intervals.
Specifications: linear flexible polynomial with a bandwidth of ±3 standard deviations from threshold for
Fig. A, quadratic flexible polynomial with a bandwidth of ±3 for Fig. B, linear flexible polynomial with a
bandwidth of ±2 for Fig. C, linear flexible polynomial with a bandwidth of ±1 for Fig. D
Sample: Students graduating from college-preparatory high schools in Milan applying to elite university
Dependent variable: logarithm of personal income (residuals after regression on cohort fixed effects), as
revealed to the internal revenue service in year 2006 for year 2005
Running variable: Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission test) for the
elite university in standard deviations from admission threshold. The composite admission score has been
standardized by year of admission and re-scaled to be zero at each year’s admission threshold
Controls: dummy female, a dummy equal to 1 if parents’ house value is in the top decile of the house value
distribution and another dummy equal to 1 when it is in the bottom decile. A dummy equal to 1 if students
used to commute from outside the city of Milan
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Figure 8: Effect of enrolling at the elite university on the probability of being in the qth

quantile of the income distribution

Note: Each dot in the graph represents a different specification in which the left-hand-side is a dummy
variable that takes on value one if the income observed from tax returns is above or equal to the qth quantile
of the income distribution. Whiskers represent 90% confidence intervals
Sample: Students graduating from college-preparatory high schools in Milan applying to elite university
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Figure 9: Mechanisms - identified channels
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Note: This diagram is meant to illustrate the mechanisms which I am able to tackle with my data and those
(signaling and human capital) that are instead hard to identify with the empirical setting available
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Figure 10: Mechanisms

Method: parametric OLS sharp discontinuity with flexible linear polynomials, robust std. errors clustered
at high school/cohort level and bandwidth ±3 standard deviations from admission threshold.
Sample: Students graduating from college-preparatory high schools in Milan applying to elite university.
Dependent variables: in Fig. A probability of graduating from college, Fig. B time taken from enrollment
to final graduation in months, Fig. C average high school exit score of peers (defined as students in one’s
cohort who enroll in same university and program), Fig. D probability of enrolling in an economics or
business degree after the admission test.
Running variable: Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission test) for the
elite university in standard deviations from admission threshold. The composite admission score has been
standardized by year of admission and re-scaled to be zero at each year’s admission threshold
Controls: dummy female, a dummy equal to 1 if parents’ house value is in the top decile of the house value
distribution and another dummy equal to 1 when it is in the bottom decile. A dummy equal to 1 if students
used to commute from outside the city of Milan.
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Tables

Table 1: Summary statistics by university-type

Elite Other
university universities Elite/Others

Institutional characteristics]:
# Students 11841 39092 0.30
# Students / # Instructors 19.25 18.20 1.06
Total expenditures/ # Students ($) 12699 6563 1.93
Avg. yearly expenditure per instructor ($) 83058 73224 1.13
Yearly tuition revenues / # Students ($) 5068 1370 3.70

Background characteristics
of students:
Avg. high school exit score (on a scale of 0-1) 0.58 0.40*** 1.44
(Standardized by year)
Avg. high school exit score 71 48
(Percentile of Milan Distribution)
Composite SAT Equivalent 1680 1470
Parents’ house value ($/m2) 3518 3397*** 1.04
Parents’ monthly income ($) 3256 2859** 1.14
(Mother is college graduate=1) 0.41 0.29* 1.42

Students’ outcomes:
Average yearly income (2005) ($) 45982 24622*** 1.87
Median yearly income (2005) ($) 32326 17784*** 1.82
Percentile of 2005 85 44
National Income Distribution†

Equivalent income for 2005($) 64396 23886
U.S. National Income Dist.z($)
(Employed=1) 0.948 0.913 1.04
(Top occupation=1) 0.64 0.39*** 1.65
(Work abroad=1) 0.16 0.07* 2.47

Note: *** Mean is statistically different from elite university at 99% confidence level, ** at 95% and
*at 90%., ] Source: Italian Ministry of Education (MIUR), 2001. † Source: Ministry of Economics and
Finance, Department of Finance (MEF-Dipartimento delle Finanze) 2005. z Source: U.S. Census Bureau,
2005 American Community Survey
Sample: Students graduating from college-preparatory high schools in Milan enrolled in one of the five
universities in Milan
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Table 2: Comparison with U.S. universities

Median Median
State University Income University Income
NY Cornell 61900 Hunter Business School 26200
IN Notre Dame 63100 Indiana Business College 25300
NC Duke 63500 Durham Technical Comm Coll 29400

Italy Elite University 64396 Non-Elite Universities 23886
PA Carnegie Mellon 64900 Comm Coll of Philadelphia 29000
CA Caltech 66200 Golden State College 24500
CA Stanford 68100 Berkeley City College 23700
MA Harvard 76200 Boston Conservatory 23400
MA MIT 82100 Salter School 24400

Avg. Avg.
State University SAT University SAT
CA UC-Santa Cruz 1635 California Baptist Univ., Riverside 1460

Italy Elite University 1680 Non-Elite Universities 1470
CA UC-Irvine 1685 Fresno Pacific Univ. 1479
FL Florida International Univ. 1710 The Univ. of West Florida, Pensacola 1515
IN Purdue, Main Campus 1775 Purdue, Fort-Wayne 1465
CA Stanford 2210 San Diego Christian College 1473
MA Harvard 2260 Fitchburg State Univ. 1470
MA MIT 2235 Suffolk University, Boston 1510

Note: this table compares Milan college students with students of US universities. Source of the data is
the U.S. Department of Education College Scorecard. In the top panel, I use the U.S.-income-distribution-
equivalent income of Milan college students (as calculated in Table 1) and compare it with the income of
U.S. college graduates. In the bottom panel I compare the SAT-distribution equivalent score of Milan college
students (as calculated in Table 1) with the average SAT score of students attending some comparable U.S.
colleges.
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Table 3: Discontinuity in predetermined characteristics

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Parents’ High School High School High School

house Quality Avg. parents’ Class geographical
value Index house value concentration

Discontinuity at threshold
I(xi,t ≥ xt

∗) -0.045 0.002 -0.016 0.005
(0.051) (0.002) (0.018) (0.007)

N. Control 141 220 220 163
N. Treatment 548 724 724 638
Bandwidth ±3 sd ±3 sd ±3 sd ±3 sd
Polynomial Flexible Flexible Flexible Flexible
y mean 8.066 0.418 8.004 0.086
y std. dev. 0.324 0.020 0.143 0.057

Method: parametric sharp RD estimation with flexible linear polynomials, robust std. errors clustered at
high school/cohort level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
Sample: high school graduates of Milan applying to Elite University between 1995 and 2001.
Dependent variable: in Column 1 market value of average house in the neighborhood where the student
used to live at time of high school, in Column 2 high school quality index based on average academic
performance of students in the standardized national exit score, in Column 3 high school social economic
status index based on average family wealth of students attending each school and in Column 4 an herfindhal
index based on the neighborhoods where classmates used to live by high school class.
Running variable: Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission test) for the
elite university in standard deviations from admission threshold. The composite admission score has been
standardized by year of admission and re-scaled to be zero at each year’s admission threshold
Bandwidth: ±3 standard deviations around admission threshold
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Table 4: Returns to elite college education

Dependent Variable: Log of Earnings (Residuals)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Linear Quadratic Linear Linear
Treatment Effects ↓ +/-3sds +/-3sds +/-2sds +/-1sds

Admission Effect (ITT) 0.411* 0.615** 0.463* 0.971***
(0.240) (0.292) (0.267) (0.324)

Enrollment Effect 0.515* 0.889** 0.620* 1.493***
(0.303) (0.432) (0.359) (0.530)

First Stage Estimates :

Disc. in P(Enrolled) 0.799*** 0.691*** 0.746*** 0.650***
(0.060) (0.081) (0.063) (0.091)

N. Control 116 116 107 82
N. Treatment 490 490 390 185
Bandwidth ±3 s.d.s ±3 s.d.s ±2 s.d.s ±1 s.d.s
Polynomial Lin. Flex. Quad. Flex. Lin. Flex. Lin. Flex
Reference Fig. Fig. 6A Fig. 6B Fig. 6C Fig. 6D

Method: parametric sharp RD estimation for Admission Effect, fuzzy RD estimation (2 stage least squares)
for Enrollment Effect, robust std. errors clustered at high school/cohort level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, *
p<0.1.
Specifications: linear flexible polynomial with a bandwidth of ±3 standard deviations from threshold for
Column 1, quadratic flexible polynomial with a bandwidth of ±3 for Column 2, linear flexible polynomial
with a bandwidth of ±2 for Column 3, linear flexible polynomial with a bandwidth of ±1 for Column 4
Dependent variable: logarithm of personal income (residuals after regression on cohort fixed effects), as
revealed to the internal revenue service in year 2006 for year 2005.
Running variable: Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission test) for the
elite university in standard deviations from admission threshold. The composite admission score has been
standardized by year of admission and re-scaled to be zero at each year’s admission threshold
Controls: dummy female, a dummy equal to 1 if parents’ house value is in the top decile of the house value
distribution and another dummy equal to 1 when it is in the bottom decile. A dummy equal to 1 if students
used to commute from outside the city of Milan.
Sample: high school graduates of Milan applying to Elite University between 1995 and 2001.
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Table 5: Returns to elite college education. Extended analysis with simulated data. All
cohorts applying between 1985 and 2000.

Log of Income
(1) (2)

Cohorts All Cohorts
1995-2001 1985-2001

Enrollment Effect 0.515* 0.465***
(0.303) (0.159)

N. Control 116 687
N. Treatment 490 1390
Polynomial Linear Linear
Bandwidth ±3 ±3

Method: in Column 1 fuzzy RD estimation with linear flexible polynomial and a bandwidth of ±3 standard
deviations from threshold. In Column 2 bootstrap simulation method with parametric fuzzy RD estimation
and flexible polynomials, 100 replications as described in the Technical Appendix A. Robust std. errors
clustered at high school/cohort level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Sample: In Column 1, high school graduates of Milan applying to Elite University between 1995 and 2001
for which precise admission data are available. In Column 2 high school graduates of Milan applying to Elite
University between 1985 and 2001
Dependent variable: logarithm of personal income (residuals after regression on Admission Session Fixed
Effects), as revealed to the internal revenue service in year 2006 for year 2005
Running variable: Standardized Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission
test) for individuals applying to elite university between 1995 and 2001 and High School Exit Score stan-
dardized at high school and cohort level for students applying between 1985 and 1995
Controls: dummy female, a dummy equal to 1 if parents’ house value is in the top decile of the house value
distribution and another dummy equal to 1 when it is in the bottom decile. A dummy equal to 1 if students
used to commute from outside the city of Milan
Bandwidth: ±3 standard deviations from admission threshold
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Table 6: Mechanisms

Dependent Variable: Log of Earnings (Residuals)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Time to Mean H.S.score
VARIABLES P(Graduated=1) Graduation of university peers P(Econ/Business=1)

Discontinuity at threshold 0.136** -6.633* 0.260*** 0.326***
I(xi,t ≥ xt∗) (0.061) (3.609) (0.032) (0.073)

N. Control 220 220 188 220
N. Treatment 724 724 618 724
Bandwidth ±3 sd ±3 sd ±3 sd ±3 sd
Polynomial Flexible Flexible Flexible Flexible
y mean 0.732 82.009 0.190 0.655
y std. dev. 0.443 28.636 0.229 0.475

Method: parametric OLS sharp discontinuity with flexible linear polynomials, robust std. errors clustered
at high school/cohort level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
Sample: high school graduates of Milan applying to Elite University between 1995 and 2001.
Dependent variables: in Column 1 probability of graduating from college, Column 2 time taken from
enrolment to final graduation in months, Column 3 average high school exit score of peers (defined as
students in one’s cohort who enroll in same university and program), Column 4 probability of enrolling in
an economics or business degree after the admission test.
Running variable: Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission test) for the
elite university in standard deviations from admission threshold. The composite admission score has been
standardized by year of admission and re-scaled to be zero at each year’s admission threshold
Controls: dummy female, a dummy equal to 1 if parents’ house value is in the top decile of the house value
distribution and another dummy equal to 1 when it is in the bottom decile. A dummy equal to 1 if students
used to commute from outside the city of Milan.
Bandwidth: ±3 standard deviations from admission threshold.
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Table 7: Decomposing the effect of choice of major

Earlier cohorts R.D. sample
Log(Income) Share of Average weighted Estimated “Net effect”

not admitted students returns to major elite
by alternative given alternative premium
major choice major choices

of non-admitted
students

Architecture -0.973*** 0.048 -0.19 0.52 0.33
(0.067)

Law -0.364*** 0.175
(0.060)

Engineering -0.227*** 0.037
(0.046)

Math/Phyisics -0.356*** 0.027
(0.086)

Medicine -0.077 0.011
(0.071)

Social Sciences -0.438*** 0.037
(0.073)

Humanities -0.648*** 0.0582
(0.073)

Agricultural Sciences -0.613*** 0.016
(0.113)

Natural Sciences -0.428*** 0
(0.071)

Observations 6,781
R-squared 0.219

Note: Column 1 shows returns to choice of majors relative to returns to choosing Economics and Business.
Column 2 reports the share of students in the regression discontinuity sample (i.e. later cohorts for which I
have estimated the quasi-experimental estimates of returns to elite college education) that I observe choosing
each major after missing admission to the elite university. Method: In Column 1 OLS, robust std. errors
clustered at high school/cohort level. Business/Economics is the omitted variable. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1.
Sample: for Column 1 high school students in Milan graduating between 1985 and 1994 (Earlier cohorts
with respect to those used for the main regression discontinuity analysis). For Column 2 students who
applied to the elite university, but did not get admitted.
Dependent variables: Log of Income in 2005 as reported in Tax Returns
Controls: university fixed effects, female, potential experience, high school exit score, high school/cohort
fixed effects, teacher fixed effects.
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Table 8: Discounted Cumulative Net Returns

(A) (B)
Elite Non-elite (A)-(B) (A)/(B)

Yearly tuition $5068 $1370
Average time to graduation (years) 5.87 6.42 0.9z

(1) Total attendance cost $29747 $8795 $20953 3.4

Yearly income (Average for the $39198 $24622 $16793 e0.47
†

first 15 years after graduation)
Discount rate 0.03 0.03

(2) Expected cumulated premium $140341
15 years after graduation

(2)-(1) Cumulative net return to elite college education $119389
15 years after graduation

Note:† Elite college premium as estimated in RD log(income) specification for all cohorts available. Tuition
fees are net of scholarships and tuition fee remissions. z The difference in time to degree is calculated based
on the RD estimate obtained in Table 6.
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A Technical Appendix - Numerical simulation for ex-

tending estimation to older cohorts

As explained in Section 3, data from admission office of the elite university have been matched

only for cohorts of students in my sample who graduated from high school between 1995 and

2005. For the cohorts of students graduating from high school between 1985 and 1994 I

know only partial admission information: I know which university they attended, their high

school exit score (that determines admission score with a weight of 50%), while I miss the

score obtained in the elite university admission test. Moreover I do not know which students

applied to the elite university but were not admitted.

In this appendix I describe the numerical simulation method used to combine partial

information for older cohorts with the complete data available for earlier cohorts to produce

estimates of returns to elite education for the full sample of cohorts graduating from high

school between 1985 and 2001. Since income is available for year 2005 only, pooling all

cohorts together not only substantially increases the number of observations, but also allows

to estimates returns for individuals that have spent up to 15 years on the labor market after

graduation.

Numerical simulation

Let i be the index for one of the 30,000 individuals in my sample graduating from high

school in Milan between 1985 and 2005. t (19856 t 6 2005) represents the year of high

school graduation for individual i and also the year in which i takes university admission

tests.

For each individual i I define four different statuses defining her/his relationship with the

elite university under study:

Appliedi: Indicator=1 if student i is observed applying to the elite university

Admittedi: Indicator=1 if student i is admitted at the elite university
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Enrolledi: Indicator=1 if student i is observed enrolling in the elite university

Graduatedi: Indicator=1 if student i is observed graduating from elite university

Following the dataset structure I categorize individuals in five types:

1. Type 0000: (Appliedi=0; Admittedi=0; Enrolledi = 0; Graduatedi = 0) students

graduating from one of the high schools sampled in the data who did not apply at the

elite university and hence did not take the test.

2. Type 1000: (Appliedi=1; Admittedi=0; Enrolledi = 0; Graduatedi = 0) students

applying at the elite university, but failed the test.

3. Type 1100: (Appliedi=1; Admittedi=1; Enrolledi = 0; Graduatedi = 0) students

applying at the elite university who passed the test, but decided to enroll in a different

university.

4. Type 1110: (Appliedi=1; Admittedi=1; Enrolledi = 1; Graduatedi = 0) students

applying at the elite university who passed the test, enrolled at the elite university,

but dropped out from elite university.

5. Type 1111: (Appliedi=1; Admittedi=1; Enrolledi = 1; Graduatedi = 1) students

graduating from elite university.

The variables involved in the numerical simulation are defined as follows:

yi: Logarithm of annual income observed in year 2005 for individual i

xhsi,t: High school exit score for individual i completing high school in year t (observed for

all cohorts in the sample)

xui,t: Elite university admission test score for individual i in admission session of year t

(observed for individuals applying to elite university after 1994, Appliedi=1)

xi,t = 1
2
xhsi,t + 1

2
xui,t: Composite uni-dimensional university admission score determining

admission (observed for individuals applying to elite university after 1994, Appliedi=1)
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xt
∗: Admission threshold for admission session of year t such that individual i is admitted

at elite university if xi,t ≥ xt
∗

For individuals i graduating in 1995≤ t ≤ 2005 all above variables are available.

For individuals i graduating in 1985≤ t <1995 I still observe xhsi,t, Enrolledi = 1,

Graduatedi = 1 and yi, but the following variables are missing: Appliedi, Admittedi, x
u
i,t,

xi,t, xt
∗

The empirical issues arising from the absence of these variables for the older cohorts can

be summarized as follows:

Missing variable problem 1: I observe Enrolledi, Graduatedi. I do not observe Admittedi =

0. I can infer I(Appliedi = 1|Enrolledi = 1) and I(Admittedi = 1|Enrolledi = 1). I need to

estimate I(Appliedi = 1|Enrolledi = 0)

Estimation step 1 : estimate P(Appliedi = 1|Enrolledi = 0, xhi,t, Pre college characteris-

tics Zi,t) for 1995≤ t ≤ 2005 and predict them out of sample to older individuals grad-

uating from high school in 1985≤ t ≤ 1994. Use ̂P (Appliedi = 1|Enrolledi = 0, xhi,t, Zi)

as individual weights to draw B = 100 times a sample of individuals predicted as apply-

ing to elite university conditional on observing them not enrolling in the elite university:

Ib( ̂Appliedi,b = 1|Enrolledi,b = 0) with b being each of 100 repetitions in the simulation.

What follows is also repeated at each repetition, however I drop the subscript b to keep

notation simple.

Missing variable problem 2: I do not observe university admission test score xui,t and as

a consequence the admission composite score xi,t determined for 50% by the admission test

score

Estimation step 2 : I use high school exit score xhsi,t (which determines 50% of the overall ad-
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mission score) as running variable for running my regression discontinuity at each repetition

b.

Missing variable problem 3: I do not observe the admission threshold x∗t

Estimation step 3 : I pool the individuals predicted as applied at the elite university con-

ditional on observing them not enrolling I( ̂Appliedi = 1|Enrolledi = 0) and those who are

observed enrolling Enrolledi = 1 for 1985≤ t ≤ 1994. For each t and for each possible

threshold min(xhsi,t) < xhs
∗
t,k < max(xhsi,t) I estimate:

Enrolledi = 1 = λ + Ii(x
hs
i,t ≥ xhst,k

∗
) = 1) + εi and retrieve R̂2

k. Then at each repetition b I

choose threshold x̂hst,b
∗

= xhst,k
∗

such that R̂2∗ = max(R̂2
k) (i.e. the threshold that best explain

the probability of admission)

Once the control group of not admitted applicants to the elite university and admission

thresholds have been estimated for the older cohorts, at each repetition b I recombine the

data as follows. For cohorts graduating from high school after year t=1994 I keep the original

data with complete admission information. For older cohorts of students applying to elite

university between 1985 and 1994 I include individuals that have been observed enrolling at

the elite university as the treatment group and I take as the control group those individuals

predicted as not admitted applicants.

After pooling these three sub-smaples together at each repetition b of the numerical

simulation, I estimate my main regression discontinuity specifications:

First Stage

p(Enri = 1) = φ+ πI(x̃i,t ≥ x̃t∗) + θf(x̃i,t − x̃t∗) + δf(x̃i,t − x̃t∗) ∗ I(x̃i,t ≥ x̃t
∗) + ηi

Second Stage

log(yi) = α + τb ̂p(Enri = 1) + βf(x̃i,t − x̃t∗) + γf(x̃i,t − x̃t∗) ∗ I(x̃i,t ≥ x̃t∗) + εi
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with

x̃i,t =

 xhsi,t (High school exit score) if 1985 < t < 1994,

xi,t (Composite admission score) if 1995 < t < 2001.

and

x̃t∗ =

 x̂hs∗t (Estimated admission threshold) if 1985 < t < 1994,

xt
∗ (Observed admission threshold) if 1995 < t < 2001.

At each repetition b I then store the estimate of the return to enrolling in the elite

university τ̂b. After repeating estimation steps 1,2 and 3 a hundred times to retrieve τ̂b I

estimate the expected return to elite education as τ̂ =
∑100

b=1 τ̂b
100

and use the simulated standard

deviation of τ̂b to perform inference on the estimate of interest τ̂ .
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B Appendix Figures and Tables

Figure B1: Admission and income data availability

1985 Year of High 
School Graduation

1995 2001 2005

Earnings are 
observed for 
tax year 2005

Info on Application, Admission, 
Enrollment and Graduation at 

the Elite University
High School Exit Score
Admission Test Score

Earnings pre-college graduation

RD with Full Information

Info on Application, Admission, 
Enrollment and Graduation at the 

Elite University
High School Exit Score
Admission Test Score
Post college Earnings

Info on Enrollment and Graduation at 
Elite University

High School Exit Score
Post college Earnings

Data Matched with Admission Records of Elite University

Note: This diagram summarizes availability of income and admission data across cohorts of high school
graduates. Administrative data have been matched to individual admission data of the elite university only
for cohorts graduating from high school and applying to college between 1995 and 2005. Yearly income is
available for all cohorts only for the tax year 2005. For older cohorts only high school performance, college
enrollment and graduation are available.
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Figure B2: College institutional setting

Note: Breakdown of total students enrolled in college by university and field of study. This diagram shows
which degrees are available by university and the relative number of students enrolled in each degree.
Sample: Students graduating from college-preparatory high schools in Milan and enrolling in one of the 5
main universities based in the same city
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Figure B3: Choice of major of students not admitted

Note: Share of students who applied to elite university and were not admitted by major chosen at other
universities.
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Table B1: Discontinuity in predetermined characteristics

(1) (2) (3) (4)
High School High School

Parents High School Avg. parents Class geographical
Specifications ↓ house value Quality Index house value concentration

Bandwidth ±2
I(xi,t ≥ xt

∗) -0.021 0.001 -0.014 0.005
(0.061) (0.003) (0.021) (0.008)

N. Control 130 197 197 150
N. Treatment 436 585 585 512

Bandwidth ±1

I(xi,t ≥ xt
∗) 0.052 0.004 -0.004 -0.004

(0.075) (0.004) (0.030) (0.011)

N. Control 97 137 137 115
N. Treatment 201 273 273 236
Polynomial Linear Linear Linear Linear

Flexible Flexible Flexible Flexible
y mean 8.066 0.418 8.004 0.086
y std. dev. 0.324 0.020 0.143 0.057

Method: parametric sharp discontinuity with flexible linear polynomials, robust std. errors clustered at
high school/cohort level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
Sample: high school graduates of Milan applying to Elite University between 1995 and 2001. Dependent
variable: in Column 1 market value of average house in the neighborhood where the student used to live
at time of high school, in Column 2 high school quality index based on average academic performance of
students in the standardized national exit score, in Column 3 high school social economic status index based
on average family wealth of students attending each school and in Column 4 an herfindhal index based on
the neighborhoods where classmates used to live by high school class.
Running variable: Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission test) for the
elite university in standard deviations from admission threshold. The composite admission score has been
standardized by year of admission and re-scaled to be zero at each year’s admission threshold
Bandwidth: top panel ±2 standard deviations around admission threshold, bottom panel ±1 standard
deviations around admission threshold
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Table B2: Discontinuity in predetermined characteristics and relevant variables

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Scientific Missing Zero

High School=1 Female=1 Income=1 Income=1
Discontinuity at threshold
I(xi,t ≥ xt

∗) 0.079 -0.026 -0.086 0.043
(0.063) (0.056) (0.058) (0.038)

N. Control 220 220 220 220
N. Treatment 724 724 724 724
Bandwidth ±3 sd ±3 sd ±3 sd ±3 sd
Polynomial Linear Linear Linear Linear

Flexible Flexible Flexible Flexible
y mean 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.1
y std. dev. 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3

Method: parametric sharp discontinuity with flexible linear polynomials, robust std. errors clustered at
high school/cohort level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
Sample: high school graduates of Milan applying to Elite University between 1995 and 2001. Dependent
variable: in Column 1 dummy=1 if students attended high school with scientific curriculum and zero if
classical studies curriculum, in Column 2 dummy female, in Column 3 dummy equal to 1 if tax returns
record have not been matched, in Column 4 dummy equal to 1 if income was zero in tax returns.
Running variable: Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission test) for the
elite university in standard deviations from admission threshold. The composite admission score has been
standardized by year of admission and re-scaled to be zero at each year’s admission threshold
Bandwidth: ±3 standard deviations around admission threshold
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Table B3: Returns to elite college education - Excluding controls

Dependent Variable: Log of Earnings (Residuals)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Linear Quadratic Linear Linear
VARIABLES +/-3sds +/-3sds +/-2sds +/-1sds

Admission Effect (ITT) 0.418* 0.623** 0.466* 0.875***
(0.240) (0.283) (0.263) (0.318)

Enrollment Effect 0.524* 0.912** 0.624* 1.338***
(0.306) (0.425) (0.357) (0.503)

First Stage Estimates:

Disc. in P(Enrolled) 0.797*** 0.683*** 0.747*** 0.653***
(0.058) (0.084) (0.060) (0.096)

N. Control 116 116 107 82
N. Treatment 490 490 390 185
Bandwidth ±3 s.d.s ±3 s.d.s ±2 s.d.s ±1 s.d.s
Polynomial Lin. Flex. Quad. Flex. Lin. Flex. Lin. Flex

Method: parametric sharp RD estimation for Admission Effect, fuzzy RD estimation for Enrollment Effect,
robust std. errors clustered at high school/cohort level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
Specifications: linear flexible polynomial with a bandwidth of ±3 standard deviations from threshold for
Column 1, quadratic flexible polynomial with a bandwidth of ±3 for Column 2, linear flexible polynomial
with a bandwidth of ±2 for Column 3, linear flexible polynomial with a bandwidth of ±1 for Column 4.
Sample: high school graduates of Milan applying to Elite University between 1995 and 2001. Dependent
variable: logarithm of personal income (residuals after regression on Admission Session Fixed Effects), as
revealed to the internal revenue service in year 2006 for year 2005.
Running variable: Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission test) for the
elite university in standard deviations from admission threshold. The composite admission score has been
standardized by year of admission and re-scaled to be zero at each year’s admission threshold
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Table B4: Mechanisms

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Time to

P(Graduated=1) Graduation Experience P(Econ/Business=1)

Bandwidth ±2
I(xi,t ≥ xt

∗) 0.136** 0.461 -0.768 0.335***
(0.068) (2.730) (6.070) (0.075)

N. Control 197 130 184 197
N. Treatment 585 438 575 585
Bandwidth ±1
I(xi,t ≥ xt

∗) 0.091 -0.665 1.698 0.254**
(0.091) (3.348) (7.005) (0.106)

N. Control 137 90 127 137
N. Treatment 273 204 269 273
Polynomial Linear Linear Linear Linear

Flexible Flexible Flexible Flexible
y mean 0.732 67.432 32.244 0.655
y std. dev. 0.443 18.111 37.073 0.475

Method: parametric sharp discontinuity with flexible linear polynomials, robust std. errors clustered at
high school/cohort level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
Sample: high school graduates of Milan applying to Elite University between 1995 and 2001.
Dependent variables: in Column 1 probability of graduating from college, Column 2 time taken from
enrolment to final graduation in months, Column 3 average high school exit score of peers (defined as stu-
dents in one’s cohort who enroll in same university and program), Column 4 probability of enrolling in an
economics or business degree after the admission test.
Running variable: Composite admission score (0.5*high school exit score + 0.5*admission test) for the
elite university in standard deviations from admission threshold. The composite admission score has been
standardized by year of admission and re-scaled to be zero at each year’s admission threshold
Bandwidth: top panel ±2 standard deviations from admission threshold, bottom panel ±1 standard devi-
ations from admission threshold.
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